
 

Just the Facts: Electric Vehicles & The Environment  

Electric vehicles (EVs) bring major benefits for the environment. A reformed EV tax credit will help 

stabilize and grow the market, putting more electric vehicles onto the road.   

A recent report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) estimated we have 12 

years to implement unprecedented change to our energy infrastructure to limit to effects of climate 

change around the world.  

Fact: The widespread adoption of electric vehicles is critical to making the large-scale changes required 

to avoid the most devastating aspects of climate change.  

The transportation sector is responsible for 28% of total greenhouse gas emissions. Implementing 

policies which encourage more EVs on the road will significantly reduce these emissions and can play a 

major role in combatting climate change.  

Electricity Generation: The nation’s electricity is generated by a variety of sources. As the technology 

improves, renewable resources are contributing more and more to the grid. In fact, in 2019, most of the 

grid’s additional capacity will come from renewable resources. 46% will come from wind, and 18% will 

be produced by solar. 

Electric vehicles – which have zero tailpipe emissions – are more and more likely to be powered from 

environmentally-friendly sources.  

Fact: Electric vehicles powered by clean energy provide even more benefits  

The two states that topped EV sales in 2017 – California and New York – are also leading in aspects of 

renewable power generation. Cleaner energy production results in even more efficient EVs.  The 

average electric car produces the same amount of GHG emissions as a gas-powered vehicle that gets 

80mpg, but this number goes up in areas where much of the electricity is generated by renewable 

resources.  

California 
- Renewables: 29% 
- MPG Equivalent: 109 

New York  
- Renewables: 28%  
- MPG Equivalent: Up to 191  

 
Fact: States, counties and cities throughout the country have already pledged to shift significantly to 
renewable resources. Some have already committed to a 100% shift.  
 

- Hawaii: 100% renewable electricity by 2045 
- California: 100% renewable electricity by 2045  
- Washington D.C: 100% renewable electricity by 2032  

 

The effects of climate change are becoming more and more apparent. But, a reformed tax credit will 

bring more electric vehicles onto the road and will play a significant role in combatting this threat.  


